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Abstract

Purpose: Chinese kindergarten teachers commonly held “loving and caring for young children” as

a core professional ethic, but many reported fatigue and burnout because of this ethical practice.

This study presents a unique account of how children’s free play has helped transform teachers’

professional ethics and increased their professional satisfaction.

Design/Approach/Methods: Following a purposive sampling, we interviewed eight Chinese tea-

chers who actively promoted children’s free play. The analysis of the interview transcripts led to an

in-depth interpretation of the teachers’ experiences through a dialogue with various concepts and

theories.

Findings: A major finding was that children’s free play facilitated the change in teachers’ under-

standings of their professional ethics. Their observation and support of children’s free play brought

them the unprecedented joy of teaching, which helped them redefine loving and caring for children

and gave rise to a new code of professional ethics.
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Originality/Value: This study was the first to assess the Chinese kindergarten teachers’ ethics in

the free play movement in China. It reveals, in the teachers’ own words, how their growing com-

mitment to supporting children’s free play has transformed their beliefs and understandings of

what a loving and caring teacher means.
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Free play, kindergarten teachers’ professional development, professional ethics, the ethic of loving

care
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Introduction

Most early childhood educators will recognize that pedagogy is conditioned by love and care for

children (van Manen, 2016/1991). Scholars have demonstrated that caring is one major moral char-

acter within the teaching context (Noddings, 1984, 1992; Sockett, 1993), including early childhood

education (e.g., Clark, 1995; Goldstein, 1997). The ethics of care is a useful conceptual framework

through which we understand how early childhood teachers respond to difficult situations

(Cherrington & Dalli, 2019; Öztürk, 2010; Tirri & Husu, 2002).

A core professional ethic of caring for children in China’s kindergartens1 has been stipulated in

several national policy documents, for example, “The Professional Standards for Kindergarten

Teachers (Trial Version)” (Ministry of Education of the People’s Republic of China [MOE of

PRC], 2012) and “Kindergarten Work Regulations and Procedures” (MOE of PRC, 2016).

These documents require that kindergarten staff respect, love, and care for children. Later, “Ten
Guidelines for Kindergarten Teachers’ Professional Behavior in New Era” (MOE of PRC, 2018)

includes a specific article on “caring for and loving children,” requiring teachers to care for chil-

dren’s health and well-being.

Our pilot study showed that Chinese kindergarten teachers commonly held loving and caring for

children as the most important professional ethic, although, paradoxically, they explicitly associated

their frustration, fatigue, and burnout with trying to provide love and care in the daily routine. A

kindergarten teacher told us, “My love for children keeps me working hard. I write lesson plans,

set up the classroom, and write reflective reports on teaching. But I am overwhelmed and tired.”
They described feeling a responsibility to do as much as possible for their children. Although

this may have earned them the positive reputation of “dedicated teachers,” they often associated

such responsibilities with a lack of passion for children and their profession.

In recent years, however, teachers in many Chinese kindergartens have begun to change their

beliefs about their professional ethics following a widespread movement that embraces the
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government policy of encouraging children’s free play. Even so, there has not yet been a govern-

ment policy linking children’s free play to teachers’ ethic of loving care. This lack of connection on
the policy level between teacher’s loving care and children’s free play is also noticeable in the social
policy of the United States, England, and Australia. Their explicit ethical code for early childhood

teachers dwells on children’s right to play (Feng, 2020) by highlighting the need to protect chil-

dren’s rights as a way to fulfill teachers’ responsibility. However, no studies have highlighted the

relations between free play and improving teachers’ practice of the professional ethics, especially
the ethic of loving care. For this reason, the qualitative study we report below is to understand how

Chinese kindergarten teachers make sense of the changing relations between children’s free play

and teachers’ professional ethic of loving care. We intend to delve into Chinese teachers’ own per-

spectives on this unique experience.

Free play
Kindergarten education in China has been undergoing a two-decade-long reform, which empha-

sizes that “play is the basic activity” in kindergarten (MOE of PRC, 2001, 2016). However, this

reform was met with extensive misunderstanding from teachers whose traditional paradigm of

play focused on organized play and teacher-guided play. In this tradition, although an adequate

amount of time was allotted for play, kindergarteners were encouraged to “play” according to

preset themes, steps, and roles while teachers worked diligently to create elaborate play materials

(usually highly structured), set up learning centers, suggest tips for children’s play, and interrupt

children’s play that deviated from teacher guidance. Xueqin Cheng, the founder of Anji Play2 in

Anji County of Zhejiang province, reflected on this tradition: “This teacher-designed play still

focused on achieving certain learning outcomes… The teachers were exhausted and teacher-child

relationships focused on classroom management and getting children through the day. Neither the

teachers nor the children were happy” (Coffino & Bailey, 2019, p. 5). As the reform continued,

many teachers became aware that children’s own needs and imagination could take children’s
play very far. These teachers adopted an experimental approach to encourage children’s “true
play,” or play that is self-determined by the child (Cheng, 2019; Coffino & Bailey, 2019).

Throughout this paper, free play and true play are used interchangeably. They refer to children’s
self-initiated and self-determined play, not the teacher-designed play aimed at obtaining certain

learning outcomes. In support of children’s own play, a free and safe play environment is provided

with minimally structured and open-ended materials, allowing children to explore for their needs

and interests with a variety of potential options. When children are playing in this environment,

teachers are mainly observers, listeners, recorders, and researchers of children’s play (Cheng,

2019; Coffino & Bailey, 2019; Dong et al., 2021; Zhao, 2016). Teachers usually choose not to inter-

vene except when there is a clear danger, a fierce conflict, or a request for help from children. In free
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play, children are responsible for playing and exploring while teachers are responsible for recording

and appreciating. In other words, teachers should “[l]et go as much as possible, intervene as little as

possible” (Cheng, 2019, p. 116). After each free play episode, teachers will hold a group sharing

session to understand children’s ideas and invoke children’s thinking, joining children in discussing
their play experience. They will also spend time listening to each child’s individual account and
reflection on their own play. Teachers’ efforts during and after each play period will help them

further analyze children’s play, share documentations with colleagues, and engage one another’s
thoughts and feelings about children, play, development, learning, and teaching (Bailey, 2021;

Coffino & Bailey, 2019; Dong et al., 2021; Recchia et al., 2018; Zhao, 2016).

The notion of ethical loving care in Chinese early childhood education
The key notion that needs to be explained here is “loving care” as a cultural notion. Chinese tea-
chers ought to embody their loving care for the young, a top-down love as if from parents to chil-

dren, and extend this loving care to all children. This cultural notion is of great value and use in

educational practice of China (Tan, 2019; Wang, 2018). It permeates the national policy statements

and the professional discourse of teachers. Some education writers believe that this cultural notion

of “loving care” (关爱) or “loving and caring for” (关心爱护) is equivalent to the ethic of caring in

the Western early educational discourse (Liu, 2019).

Interestingly, although the word “love” appears infrequently in the English literature of early

childhood education and social policies, many Western preschool teachers enounce “love” more

straightforwardly and unquestionably in their everyday work (Goldstein, 1997). There has been

a recent movement toward acknowledging love as an essential part of early childhood education,

calling for re-integrating love in preschool professional discourses (Cousins, 2017; Dalli, 2002,

2006; Page, 2014; Recchia et al., 2018; Shin, 2021). The growing advocacy for loving care high-

lights the need to pay attention to the affective dimension of teachers—their feelings that exist in the

soul (Noddings, 1992).

Considering these cultural, practical, and theoretical dimensions of loving care, we preferred to

use the word “love,” which appears in Chinese folk pedagogy to represent ethical care. We would

like to note this usage of love as the ethic of “love and care” or “loving care.” In Chinese early edu-
cation, there is not yet a widely accepted theoretical framework for guiding research on the ethic of

love among kindergarten professionals. This study set out to examine the native theory of teachers

who thought and reflected on their experiences in the “free play” movement. In following their

thoughts and feelings, we strove to reconceptualize with the participating teachers their understand-

ings of loving care, their basic professional ethic.
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Research method

The early observation and pilot study suggest that free play improves teachers’ awareness and prac-
tice of loving care. Because the ethics of loving care is closely connected with teachers’ thoughts
and feelings, it cannot be well captured through outsiders’ observations. Therefore, it was necessary
that our method tap into practitioners’ own perspectives and give them a forum for their voices to be

heard. We used in-depth interviews as the data collection method of this study, as in-depth inter-

views privilege the participants’ perspectives and can lead to a deeper and somewhat empathic

understanding of their professional life (Johnson, 2002).

Participants
We used a purposive sampling method to recruit eight teachers from six kindergartens and asked

them to offer insights into the changing relationships between teachers’ ethic of loving care and

children’s free play. We initially invited four experienced teachers from four avant-garde kindergar-

tens, two from Shanghai Municipality, and two from Zhejiang Province, who then introduced us to

four other teachers with extensive experience in free play from the same two regions. Of the six

kindergartens, two were in urban areas and four in the rapidly developing suburbs. Three of

these kindergartens were model kindergartens in their areas approved by the local government.

The remaining three included one “high quality” and two “good quality,” as ranked by the local

government.

Six of the eight teachers hold a bachelor’s degree and two a master’s degree. Six majored in pre-

school education and two came from other disciplines, but they all have a kindergarten teacher cer-

tificate. Two are curriculum directors of their kindergarten, and the others are classroom teachers

without any leadership positions. All of them are experienced female teachers with an average

of 11.5 years of teaching in kindergartens. All the participants’ names will appear in pseudonyms

to protect their identities. After we explained the purpose of this study to the participants, they read

and signed the informed consent form.

Although the play materials, environments, daily schedules, and overall curriculum structures

varied across these kindergartens, all their children were given at least one hour for free play

each day while their teachers continually received guidance on how to carefully observe and under-

stand children’s free play.
At the start of each interview, we assured the teachers of their privacy and confidentiality

in this study. They were free to withdraw from this study at any time. Then, we invited the

teachers to discuss with us their professional ethics to pave the way for our next step:

seeking their views about the relationships between their professional ethics and children’s
free play.
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Data collection
In all, four individual and two paired interviews were conducted. The paired interviews were orga-

nized for the convenience of two teachers working in the same kindergarten who agreed to be inter-

viewed together. In the semi-structured interviews, teachers were asked the following initial

open-ended questions: From your perspective, what are the core ethics of being a kindergarten

teacher? Has your understanding of the ethic of loving care and other ethical values changed

since your kindergarten started allowing children to engage in free play?

Following these questions, we became engaged in conversations with the teachers and sought

opportunities to ask probing questions and to request clarification from them. Some teachers

chose to share materials including documentation of children’s play, which we used as additional

data. All the interviews were audio recorded and transcribed.

Data analysis
We analyzed the interview transcripts to identify themes (Braun & Clarke, 2006, 2019). A close

reading of the interview transcripts, sorting, coding, writing notes, and dialoguing with theories

led to the identification of frequently recurring themes, as well as themes on which the participants

gave emphases. As Tobin (2018) suggests, “The core of good research is not the brilliance of the

theory, but the adequacy of the description” (p. 53). We aimed to describe a teacher’s belief in the

way she explained it. Because we believe our role as researchers is to verify honest perceptions of

respondents’ thinking (Mishler, 1990), we sent our original analyses back to the participants for

their confirmation, while seeking suggestions via dialogue with other experts. To demonstrate

the perspectives of these Chinese kindergarten teachers more vividly and convincingly, we inten-

tionally use many of their own concepts and words to present the research results.

Findings on teachers’ perspectives

At the outset of the interviews, all the participants identified the main ethic of their profession as

guan’ai haizi (love and care for children) and talked at length about its importance to being a kin-

dergarten teacher. In China, anyone who teaches is called “laoshi,” a respectful title we will use in
this report. We generated four main themes from our conversations with the teachers.

Theme 1: Transformation from love by expectation to love by

appreciation

The teachers all gave a personal account of how they previously perceived the ethic of love and care

as a duty and responsibility because children were vulnerable and needed protection. The teachers
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had assumed that children needed to be taught by teachers to reach the educational goals set by the

kindergartens. They had also believed that without teachers’ intervention, children would have a

variety of behavioral problems. With these shared assumptions and beliefs, teachers’ understand-
ings of the ethic of loving care could be summarized as their professional responsibility to take

care of children because children were weak and prone to problematic behavior, such as being

naughty or noisy. For example, Director Cui who oversaw her kindergarten curriculum also saw

her love for children driven by professional responsibility:

For so many years, I felt my love for children did not flow toward children because I was often frustrated

by them. I always thought that I could set up an environment for teaching children. However, I always

felt exhausted without accomplishing my teaching goals. I was often tired after spending so much time

making teaching and learning materials. To my disappointment, children swiftly trashed those materials

before I could make good use of them.

In this quote, Director Cui highlights the exhaustion she experienced as she selflessly devoted

herself to her classroom setup, including its materials and orderliness. Later, Director Cui elaborates

on this point, identifying her professional responsibilities as “external expectations”:

My presence among them relied on the external moral authority, which in turn trapped me in a deep hole

of fatigue. Even children’s tiny misbehaviors could get amplified infinitely. Couldn’t the child stop

giving me trouble? I could ask such questions every day. Both children and I relied on external expecta-

tions. Those days, I could tell that my love and passion stopped flowing from my heart.

The introduction of free play
When the play curriculum reform began, teachers were first required to observe and understand

children in their own self-structured play activities. These teachers felt surprised by children’s cre-
ativity, concentration, persistence, and adventurous spirit. In interviews, they also mentioned chil-

dren’s amazing self-protection ability, mutual support among peers, and sense of responsibility.

Once they realized that children in free play are capable and active learners, they also realized

that their views on children were changing. Lu Laoshi from a new suburban kindergarten in

Zhejiang noted:

I was shocked when I first let a child play on his own. We used to keep this child by our side to prevent

him from bothering others, but that day we were surprised to find that the child had been focusing on his

construction play and had come up with many innovative ideas. He is an imaginative and brilliant boy.

In interviews, teachers shared photos, videos, and documents while excitedly talking about their

children. They began using words like “崇拜” (worship) and “敬畏” (revere) to describe how they
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felt about children and explained their new sense of the “real professional ethic” of teaching.

Director Cui wrote in a reflective note:

The free play activities have amazed me about what the little kids can learn and do without my

intervention. I must admit that I have no matching ability to plan an equally interesting activity

like theirs to offer so many integrated learning opportunities… I began shifting from my love

and care for children from what I have or what I have done to what children do and

accomplish.

The teachers’ words reflect a change in their role in the classroom after the introduction of

free play and, consequently, a new perspective on the children they teach. The teachers’ words
before the introduction of free play indicated a classroom in which teachers were active and

students were passive. Consider Director Ji’s comment as an example: “In the past, I needed

to do everything I could to tolerate them, teach them, and change them.” Interestingly,

although the teachers claimed a more active role in structuring activities before free play,

they also identified their love and care for children as being deformed by incessant needs

to create the learning materials and environment instead of focusing on children themselves.

After free play was introduced, the teachers’ main role became actively observing and record-

ing to capture the creative and generative nature of the child’s free play. It was through shift-

ing their own role, however, that teachers developed appreciation for their students. Because

the free play is unstructured, the teachers do not have to observe the children through the lens

of compliance; rather, the teachers observe each child to better understand the child’s individ-
ual actions and ideas.

Theme 2: Toward a profound professional understanding of “loving

care” inspired by free play

These teachers shared a heightened awareness that selfless devotion to children does not equal pro-

fessional loving care. As Lu Laoshi said, “Our responsibility is not merely to offer childcare and

education, but to understand children on their own terms.” As mentioned, an in-depth understand-

ing of children helped the teachers realize they “崇拜” (worship) and “敬畏” (revere) children.

These feelings increased their willingness to try to understand children further with an open

mind. Therefore, in turn, teachers strove to sharpen their professional sensibilities in responding

to and supporting children’s own play activities. This snowballing process leads to a deeper and

richer understanding of what “loving care” means, which consists of three new meanings from the

teachers’ words: (1) genuine mutual respect, (2) teachers’ sympathy in loving care, and (3) equality

implied by individuality.
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Genuine respect in the teacher-child relationship
Free play helped the teachers understand that to love and care for children is to understand and

respect them genuinely. This kind of respect is first manifested as recognition and appreciation

of the inner regularities of children’s learning and development, rather than trying to change

them. Wang Laoshi from the urban center of Shanghai explained:

When accompanying children in free play, the basic principle is to understand children and respect the

regularities of their development. In so doing, you will find that many so-called “problems” would

largely disappear because they turned out to be children’s characteristics. Following the inner laws of

children to educate them is the true nature of loving and caring for children.

This type of understanding and respect pivots on the teacher’s willingness to observe children’s
activities, listen to their ideas, and value them for what they do. The teachers who do so can create a

virtuous teacher-child relationship. Qian Laoshi told us how she developed this relationship through

free play activities:

If teachers disregard what children have to say, children may think, “My teachers do not love me.” This
disregard was a feature of responsibility-oriented education. Now in our love-oriented education, we

respectfully listen and respond to children attentively, so they keep wanting to talk and share with us

as close friends.

These teachers realize that loving and caring is not top-down giving, but respecting and valuing

the child’s perspective.

Sympathy as a core of loving care
Many teachers mentioned that free play helped them recognize that a key element of loving and

caring for children is sympathy. The moment when teachers encounter an ethical dilemma is

usually the moment when children appear to have problems in their behaviors. However, free

play lends teachers an opportunity to observe children’s behaviors with sympathy. Dong Laoshi

from a relatively new kindergarten in Shanghai explained, “The first response is not to complain

or criticize, but to listen with a sympathetic ear.” A sympathetic ear can hear the child’s viewpoint
and find a reason in the child’s apparently problematic behavior, leading to a teacher’s action to

meet the child’s needs. Director Cui from a new development area of Shanghai told us this story:

I once observed that a little boy spent nearly one hour building a ramp with blocks, plastic pipe, and

small balls and constantly adjusting the angle and the height of the ramp. When he almost reached

his goal, another child accidentally knocked down his ramp structure. He jumped up with great

anger. Then, he ended up kicking the blocks in all directions which we would typically consider a
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problematic behavior. However, my sympathy went to him, and I shared his angry feeling. At that

moment, I was lost in myriad thoughts and feelings including how to acknowledge his feelings and

how to stop his angry acts. But in my heart swelled a strong love and sympathy for him.

Consequently, I accepted his angry act.

Individual treatment for genuine equality in teaching and care
As almost all the teachers noted, free play helped teachers discover children’s individualities that
were not easy to identify in the past curriculum structure. The teachers recalled that, in the past,

they knew that children were very different from one another, but professionally, this knowledge

of individual differences was minimally meaningful to them because the design of group activities

prioritized achieving the same goal within the same time frame. This design easily blinded teachers

to children’s individual differences. However, free play highlights the individuality of each child.

Director Cui from Shanghai reflected on how children’s individual differences in free play

prompted her to think about teaching:

It is amazing that free play today underscores the 2000-year-old Confucian principle of teaching stu-

dents according to their aptitudes. In free play, teachers particularly paid attention to each individual

child to build an understanding of the child. This understanding guides teachers’ teaching and loving

care.

Like Director Cui, some other teachers also found that free play opened their eyes to children’s
individualities. Further, like some others, Wang Laoshi even went so far as to argue that “the equality
in education must be based on the teachers’ effort to care about children’s individual differences.”
Director Ji from Shanghai shared her thoughts about how this understanding of individual differences

stood out to her: “We want to give our love for children intelligently, meaning that we support a child

at the right moment for a right reason. The true professional ethic requires us to treat all children

equally and regard them each as a special person with his or her own characteristics.” This notion
of treating all children equally added a third dimension to the other two: mutual respect and sympathy

in thoughts and acts. These three newmeanings reveal a complex understanding of what the changing

professional ethic in these teachers may entail.

Theme 3: Professional happiness and sustainable loving care through

free play

Most of the teachers mentioned that before free play, they often felt upset or depressed by what chil-

dren failed to do in the activities teachers had designed. Consequently, teachers were often unhappy

and burned out. However, with free play becoming a routine, teachers’ new understanding of what
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it means to care for children became a source of their professional happiness. As Lu Laoshi from

Zhejiang Province explained, “I am eager to observe and support my children, proud of the insights

and inner growth I had, and proud of children’s accomplishment and development. I feel my pro-

fessional happiness in all these.”
Teachers also mentioned that this kind of happiness could not be reinforced by a sense of respon-

sibility built on their loving care for children because the emphasis on responsibility made teachers

anxious about teaching and unable to recognize their passion for children. Now, a sense of profes-

sional happiness comes from their caring relationship with children, where they find their own

value, their professionalism, and a sense that they are needed. As Qian Laoshi, who works in an

urban kindergarten in Zhejiang, explains:

It is actually very important for teachers to realize their own value. In fact, they can realize their value

through children’s growth which in turn promotes teachers’ self-motivation, professional happiness, as

well as their strong sense of achievement. In this virtuous circle, teachers can embrace their own passion

for their career and children.

Director Ji, who almost left the profession before she was introduced to free play, explained how

her growing understanding of children’s development improves her professional confidence:

When I can understand children, my communication with parents improves correspondingly. Parents

treat me as a professional, and in turn, I gradually rediscover my value as a teacher. This feeling amp-

lifies my professional happiness. If you also feel this way, don’t you find yourself loving your career and
children more?

The teachers’ comments indicate that professional happiness is the integral part of professional

ethics, including the ethic of loving care. If we insist on requiring teachers to work selflessly, tea-

chers may experience disappointment when love for children feels more like a responsibility, which

easily leads to frustration, guilt, and burnout. The free play movement helps teachers align their

professional ethic with their own professional happiness.

Theme 4: Teachers’ changing understandings of loving care

Free play not only helps teachers understand the ethic of loving care, but also promotes them to go

further in the practice of loving care. One question invites further discussion in our interviews with

the teachers: Why has free play continuously helped teachers become able to “love and care” in

kindergartens? The eight teachers in their own ways arrived at three shared insights in response

to this question. They believed that free play afforded them opportunities to (1) discover “true
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children,” (2) feel empowered in their daily life, and (3) gain competence in their realization of

loving care.

Opportunities for discovering “true children”
Dong Laoshi, a teacher from a new public kindergarten in a developing area of Shanghai, explained,

“I used to teach in a private kindergarten where teachers focused merely on direct teaching and chil-

dren’s own thinking was unimportant. Now in my current kindergarten, children play under no con-

straints to express themselves and to do their own thinking.”
Sheng Laoshi from a newly developed area in Zhejiang extended this concept of “thinking chil-

dren” to “true children.” She said,

In the past, we did not know these children as persons. Now children in true play emerge in their genuine

selves. They are now true children in front of us and we keep discovering and rediscovering them. Their

true selves in free play make so many emotional connections with us that we couldn’t love them more.

In comparison with most teacher-led activities, free play provides an open window through

which teachers begin seeing the whole potential of children. This allows teachers to discover chil-

dren’s strengths and power in thinking and doing; it also allows teachers to discover their own

glaring limitations. It is the incessant discovery of true children as they are in free play that con-

stantly enlightens and inspires teachers to turn their own feelings for true children into a trans-

formed ethical loving care.

Empowerment of observing and listening
In their interviews, the teachers repeatedly mentioned that observing and listening to children

is vital to inducing changes in their own understandings of the professional ethics. They

believed that they could hardly advance their professional ethics through other kinds of activ-

ities, including the long-time practices of group instruction, learning standards, and educational

objectives.

The teachers told us that free play helped keep teachers feeling calm and empowered. Han

Laoshi from the central urban area of Shanghai remarked: “Children are completely immersed in

their activities. Their joyful play can greatly relieve teachers of their tense feeling for control

and management.” “Misbehaviors” rarely happen during free play time as children do not have

to obey the same rules and are autonomous. Likewise, teachers are free, too, to observe, listen

to, and enjoy playing with children. They anticipated with whetted curiosity children’s next

move in play. This feeling gives teachers a sense of becoming a capable teacher. Sheng Laoshi

described her experience as follows:
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After we launched free play with children, teachers quickly became excited about children’s play every
day. We talked with one another nonstop on play… I think it is wonderful since these conversations also

deepen our love for children—we were in love with children. Don’t forget that we were full of com-

plaints before about children.

Teachers mentioned that their conversations with colleagues about play greatly promoted their

caring practice and gave them renewed energy. The conversations were activities of a professional

community that are instrumental to developing teachers’ professional ethics (Sockett, 1993).

Teachers’ extensive conversation about free play also stemmed from observing and listening to chil-

dren in play. Teachers claimed they “fell in love with observing and listening” and appreciated the

roomy leeway to “focus on the true needs of each child.”

Professional ethics nourished by professional competence
During an interview, Han Laoshi asserted, “Children are themselves textbooks for teachers.”
Namely, closely observed children can teach teachers much more than any theories and training

courses can. The more teachers observe children in free play, the more they understand children’s
learning processes, characteristics, and rules as well as needs, the more competent they are because

they can understand, respect, and support children. Director Cui put this succinctly: “True profes-
sional ethics gradually grow with professional competence.”

As teachers become more competent in teaching, their understandings of the professional ethic

of loving care will also grow. They will become more compassionate about children, as Dong

Laoshi explained:

It is like putting the cart in front of the horse if we insist that professional ethics can precede professional

competence. What really happened was that I observed children extensively and tried to understand

them first, with reverence and due respect. Then I found my passion and love for children, and as a

result, I want to examine my professional ethic to learn how it works. Now, I know how to love children

in a proper way.

These veteran teachers’ views about providing loving care for children presented an epistemo-

logical argument about how they became a loving and caring teacher, or how they came to know

their professional ethics. This new understanding does not lie in responsibility-oriented words and

self-control, but in a respect and understanding through teachers’ engagement with children’s own
agency in true play. In summary, this epistemological stance links all the above three key points

together as a whole. The free play activity engaged teachers in listening to and observing children

in close quarters; this engagement afforded teachers with ceaseless possibilities for discovering

children, and the growing discovery helped teachers shape and develop their professional loving
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care ethic. To answer the question in the opening of this theme section, teachers’ professional loving
care ethic is rooted in their respect for children. Their understandings of the professional ethic

change with their growing ability to understand children.

Conclusion and discussion

Through their involvement in children’s free play, the teachers in this study deviated from the trad-

itional expectation for teachers to provide the most important knowledge to students, sparing no

efforts for the consideration of their interests (Noddings, 1984, 1992). This common expectation

is fortified by most administrative regulations, teacher education literature, and textbooks regarding

professional ethical codes of kindergarten teachers. This widely shared view depicts loving and

caring as obligations, endurance, and selfless sacrifice. Such self-sacrifice often comes with conse-

quences, as Higgins (2011) describes: “It does often turn out that it is precisely the teachers we

respect the most, those whose selfless dedication to making something happen for other people

is an inspiration, who burn out the fastest” (p. 159). Almost at this point of burnout, the teachers

in this study changed their practices and embraced studying children’s play “like an anthropologist”
(Bailey, 2021, p. 25). Their investigation into children’s free play through observation of play

allowed them to love children by appreciation, to develop respect for children in the teacher-child

relationship, to sympathize with children, and to treat children as individualized persons. These

experiences reformed the curriculum as well as the teachers’ practice of ethical loving care.

Only after the teachers plunged into free play with children did they find their own professional

happiness. The teachers, independent of educational scholars like Tan et al. (2016), came to the

similar understanding that their caring ethic as teachers can coexist with their professional

happiness.

It is worth noting that although the teachers’ newly established loving care ethic was not dir-
ectly drawn from a theory or a set of theories, it was in sync with the ideal ethic of care advo-

cated by some modern theorists (e.g., Noddings, 1984, 1992; Page, 2014; Tan, 2019; Wang,

2018). Both in the teachers’ remarks and Noddings’ caring theory (1984), the essential ele-

ments of caring are located in the reciprocal relationship between the care giver and the care

recipient. By listening to children, the teachers in this study were able to establish the equal

and close teacher-child relationship required for genuine caring. This resonates with

Noddings (1984, 1992) view that sympathetic listening and positively responding to the stu-

dents is a basic sign of care. Such sympathy for children and acceptance of their ideas also coin-

cides with Noddings’ idea of engrossment (1984), in which a carer must think deeply about, and

become engrossed in, the cared-for to gain an in-depth understanding of the latter. This engross-

ment is a necessary precondition for any caring and loving act in education. Noddings’ related
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idea of motivational displacement (1984) explains that the caring act must take place in

response to the need of the cared-for. So, engrossment and motivational displacement comple-

ment each other in thinking and action to embody a true loving care. It was only through free

play that the teachers in this study became engrossed in observation of their students, making it

possible for them to embody the true loving care that children deserve.

Thought-provoking is the fact that all these teachers had received workshop training to learn the

theoretical perspectives on the loving care ethic before implementing free play, but they did not

actualize these perspectives until they became engaged in and committed to the free play movement.

They repeatedly mentioned that their understanding of loving care was not possible without their

whole mind-and-body involvement. This significant transformation in the teachers’ understanding
of the professional ethic of loving care may enlighten thinkers and practitioners in shaping future cur-

riculum, pedagogy, assessment, and especially teacher professional development. The loving care

ethic runs through all these important educational domains. Practically, the free play movement

offers an authentic and effective approach for teachers to develop this ethic over time.

Contemporary researchers attach great importance to developing different professional ethics for

teachers at different school levels (Tan, 2020). A meaningful question is what is so special about the

professional ethic of kindergarten teachers in comparison to that in the other school levels? One

answer is that protecting young children’s rights to play demarcates kindergarten teachers’ profes-
sional ethic from elementary school teachers’. Play is a birthright and “the most frequent, necessary

and suitable activity” for young children (Hua, 2003, p. 128). Therefore, our interest in protecting

children’s right to play is a basic condition for early education. For the same reason, it is an essential

part of the ethical codes of kindergarten teachers. Because free play has not been a universally

adopted kindergarten practice in China, the teachers we interviewed in this study helped us

make a clear case for advocating that protecting children’s right to play is also uplifting kindergarten
teachers’ ethical practice in their daily work. They also inspired us to suggest a vision for teacher

professional development that empowers teachers’ intellectual and emotional autonomy. We

suggest that we should wrestle with two assumptions.

The first assumption is that ethical teachers are trained. It is not uncommon for many early education

stakeholders to believe that government regulations, invited experts’ talks, required self-reflection, and
routine peer support can ultimately improve teachers’ practice of the professional ethics. This belief
prioritizes an environmental determinism and imposed regulations but minimizes teachers’ own

inner pursuit and feelings. Educational regulatory agencies can exert policy tools like ranking or

accreditation to assess teachers’ compliance with the established ethical codes. But even if teachers

are likely to respond to an external demand for responsibility-oriented “loving care,” they will not

develop professional happiness and may experience burnout quickly. Admittedly, teachers need to

know the external regulations that govern their professional ethics, but when such ethics are
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removed from practice, the danger is that caring can gradually be transformed into abstract

problem-solving (Noddings, 1984, 1992). The teachers in our interviews offered us an epistemological

pathway to better understand the connection between practice and ethics: Knowing children’s free play
personally is conducive to connecting teachers’ inner motivation to love and care for children, which

will be the manifestation of their loving care ethic. Once the teachers saw their loving care being con-

tinually empowered by experiencing children’s free play, they became more confident and intelligent

teachers than those external approaches were meant to make them.

A second common assumption is that teachers’ ethics can be cultivated and assessed separately

from other roles they play in kindergartens. This assumption flouts the basic professional unity of a

teacher. A different view is that the promotion of a teacher’s ethic is coherent with their role change
from a member of society to a person engaged in an occupation, and eventually to a professional

person. These categories should tend toward internal unity in the background of the professional

development of teachers. But in the training of teachers, stakeholders usually emphasize the

former two roles, neglecting the connection between profession and ethics (Wang et al., 2019).

An example of fragmenting teachers’ professional existence can be seen in measuring teachers’
qualifications, such as professional knowledge, skills, and ethics, all of which are often examined

separately in the educational arena (Chen, 2014). It is undeniable, however, that the teaching activ-

ity in any sense is an ethical practice as a whole (Campbell, 2000).

It stands to reason that teachers’ professional ethics should be understood as part of their profes-
sional existence or becoming that consists of expertise, experience, reflective thoughts, practical

wisdom, personality, and, most relevant here, professional ethics and professional happiness. All

these are complementary with one another as a virtuous circle. The teachers in this study reported

that children’s free play provided many enlightening events or scenarios that elevated the teachers’
understandings of the loving care ethic to a deeper level. One might say that free play presented a

context that is vital to virtues (MacIntyre, 1981/2007), and we may add that free play is both the

content and the context that shaped teachers’ professional loving care ethic. The teachers’ words
and voices we reported in this study have supported this view.
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Notes

1. In China, kindergartens educate and care for children of two to six years of age.

2. As an innovative model of play-based education, Anji Play has been scaling up in China with the aid of the

Ministry of Education and UNICEF. It has found a home in the United States, Hungary and some African

countries in its global outreach. More information can be found at the website: https://www.anjiplay.org
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